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Abstract: A nitrogen cooled dc-SQUID with addi-

tional positive feedback readout electronics was
employed for biomagnetic measurements. Magnetocardiographic signals were recorded with a good
amplitude resolution. Due to the low noise level of the
measurement system even wide band signals from

both central and peripheral netrous system with
amplitudes of 100 fT and less were detected.

amplitudes of up to Bp: 100 pT can be observed (figure
1). This leads to a signal to noise ratio of more than 100
for the MCG, a value acceptable even for a state-of-theart low-Tc recording. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio
could be further increased to above one thousand by

employing conventional noise reduction techniques,.
such as signal averaging. This shows that high-Tc
SQUIDs have now reached a performance sufficient for
high resolution MCG.
100

INTRODUCTION
Superconductivity

res of liquid nitrogen is known since less than ten years.
Recent progress in the development of SQUIDs based on

this material (high-Tc SQUIDs) allows practical

applications for diagnostic or basic research purposes
t1l
The performance of a high-Tc SQUID measurement
system is usually demonstrated by showing a typical
magnetocardiogram (MCG) Up to now the detection of

the well defined weak biomagnetic fields of

the

peripheral neryous system could be achieved only using

low-noise low-Tc SQUIDs [2]. Here, we demonstrate
the performance of state-of-the-art high-Tc SQUIDs by
both cardiomagnetic recordings and recordings of weak
neuromagnetic fields.
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For this study we used an integrated magnetometer
with a 8.3mm x 8.6mm rectangular pickup coil coupled
inductively to the SQUID via an integrated 10.5 turn
input coil. The high-Tc SQUID consists of a YBCG
STO'YBCO multilayer structure of about 150 nm thick
layers with 9 O bicrystal junctions. It was mounted in a

dewar filled with liquid nitrogen. The separation

between magnetometer and outer surface was 13 mm.
Using read-out electronics with additional positive
feedback, a noise density {Su

:

l0 fT/{Hz at I kHz and

tlllHz at 10 Hz was obtained. All measurewere performed in the Berlin Magnetically

about 20

Shielded Room. For more details, see ref. [3].

RESULTS
Magnetocardiograms recorded with this device using
a recording bandpass of 200 Hz exhibit a low noise level

below 0.75 pT peak amplitude. Due

to the

small

distance between the sensor and the outer surface of the
dewar, the SQUID could be positioned very close to the
thorax (-lamm). At this distance, R base-to-peak
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METHOD

ments

BO

of YBCO ceramics at temperatu-

of even smaller

amplitudes.

Neuromagnetic signals are known to exhibit amplitudes
which are two or three orders of magnitude smaller than

the R-peak shown in figure 1. Somatosensory evoked
fields of the peripheral neryous system are even more
difficult to detect, because their bandwi&h Lfl500 Hz
is five to ten times larger than for most cardiac signals
leading to an increased noise level in the wideband
recording. The minimum base-to-peak amplitude for a
biomagnetic signal to be identified in a single
measurement is given by

Bp="p "r/su "r[Lf

(1)

where a crest factor cn x3 indicates a high probability
that an observed deflection is a signal and is not
generated by noise. For the present values, a signal must
have a base-to-peak amplitude of at least Bp : 1.2 pT to
be detected by a single measurement. Neuromagnetic
signals of the peripheral nervous systems are about one
order of magnitude weaker. To achieve a signal-to-noise
ratio of more than ten for such signals, the noise level
has to be a factor of hundred lower, i.e. some 10000
evoked neuromagnetic responses have to be acquired
and averaged.
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Neuromagnetic recordings were performed

on

a

15 fT base-to-peak amplitude is visible best in the lowest

healthy, well explored subject (one of the authors, G.C.).
Figure 2 shows neuromagnetic responses to electrical

trace, after an additional digital highpass filter at
430 Hz is applied. Note that data similar to these, but
recorded with an ultra-low noise low-Tc SQUID, were

stimulation of the median nerve at the wrist using a
wide bandpass of 2 Hz to 1500 Hz and averaged over
8000 events. Each trace was obtained after a recording

published just recently. [a].

time of -15 min. In trace a, the magnetic field
component normal to the ventral thorax above and

CONCLUSION

below the brachial plexus is shown. Trace b depicts the
cerebral field recorded over the contralateral primary
somatosensory hand cortex due to the M20 activity. A
superimposed component of 600 Hz frequency and

The applications presented here demonstrate that the
performance of state-of-the-art high-Tc SQUIDs is now
close to that of low-Tc SQLJID biomagnetic systems
currently in use. This message immediately opens up the

vision of widespread, easy to handle, low

cost

biomagnetic measurement systems on the basis of highTc SQUIDs. Even though still a lot of work remains to
be done (e.g. studies on the reproducibility and the long-

(a)
O
O

term stability of these new devices, as well as the

-

development of low cost compensation and shielding for

co

2-1500 åz

the suppression of ambient noise) our present work
clearly demonstrates the potential of high-Tc
technolory.
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Figure 2: Neuromagnetic recordings of evoked soma-

tosensory activity

of (a) the

central neryous system
magnetometer
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peripheral and (o) the

with a high-Tc
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